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PKP Sponsorship

Supporting Open Publishing
Building a strong publishing alternative

The Public Knowledge Project

PKP is a not-for-profit research and development team at Simon Fraser University in Vancouver, Canada, developing 100% open source software publishing platforms since 1998. Download them, use them, modify them, share them. For free. Always.

With thousands of installations of Open Journal Systems (OJS), Open Conference Systems (OCS), Open Monograph Press (OMP), and Open Harvester Systems (OHS) around the world, PKP has proven that open source software can be a game changer in scholarly publishing.

Supporting PKP

Like all successful open-source software projects, PKP relies heavily on its community of users to participate and contribute in a variety of ways. Our activities would not be possible without the continued support from all of our partners and sponsors.

Your support will ensure that PKP can continue to develop, improve, and support our open source software. It ensures a continued viable and ever improved publishing platform, available to everyone. Our future depends upon strengthened ties and support from others committed to alternative models for scholarly publishing.

PKP invites all members of its international user community to help us reach our funding target of $1,000,000 annually. Show your commitment - join our community.

Support Levels

**Platinum**

- $15,000 annually
- 6 hrs/yr free PKP services
- 15% off additional PKP services
- Guaranteed participation in PKP Members Committee
- All Gold, Silver, Bronze, Friends benefits

**Gold**

- $10,000 annually
- 4 hrs/yr free PKP services
- 10% off additional PKP services
- All Silver, Bronze, Friends benefits

**Silver**

- $5,000 annually
- 2 hrs/yr free PKP services
- 7.5% off additional PKP services
- All Bronze, Friends benefits

**Bronze**

- $2,500 annually
- 1 hr/yr free PKP services
- 5% off additional PKP services
- Eligible for PKP Members Committee
- Participation in PKP AGM
- All Friends benefits

**Friends**

- $100 - $2,499
- Link on PKP web site
- Recognition in PKP Annual Report

Endorsements

“PKP software is an integral part of where we see scholarly communication and publishing going at the University of Pittsburgh. PKP is providing real solutions.”

Rush Miller, University of Pittsburgh

“OJS was one of the first services we deployed in the Texas Digital Library when we started 6 years ago. Since then we have added OCS and consider them both to be essential services to our members.”

Mark McFarland, Texas Digital Library